We explore the lasing mode selection between the chaotic and scarred modes in stadium-shaped vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs). Experimental results reveal that the spatial gain distribution in the active layer of a VCSEL can be modified via the aperture size to favor the generation of either the chaotic or the scarred modes. Experimentally obtained chaotic and scarred modes are further employed to perform statistical analysis of wave function intensities for making a comparison with predictions based on the nonlinear σ model. We verify that the scarring effect can be quantitatively relevant to the weak-localization correction in the intensity probability distribution.
I. INTRODUCTION
Current research in quantum chaos or wave chaos is mainly focused on wave function structure and transport in wave systems with a chaotic ray limit [1] . One of the most intriguing discoveries is the presence of scarred states that deviate significantly from a Gaussian random fluctuation by exhibiting a large excess of intensity near extraordinary unstable periodic orbits of the corresponding classical dynamics [2] . Since their theoretical discovery in a quantum framework, scars have been observed and predicted both experimentally and numerically in a wide variety of physical systems, including microwave cavities [3] , Faraday surface waves [4] , vibrating soap films [5] , acoustic radiation [6] , hydrogen atoms in a magnetic field [7] , electrons in a resonant tunneling diode with a magnetic field [8] , and molecular vibration [9] .
The spatial structures of laser modes in broad-area resonators have received much interest for a long time because they give a deep insight into the pattern formation of natural waves [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Scarred modes have also been observed in microdisk lasers [18, 19] and have been confirmed to possess the highest quality factors and high directionality. However, only a few efficient scarred modes can be supported in microdisk lasers because boundary losses played a critical role in the mode selection mechanism [20] . Moreover, the reimaging of lasing wave patterns on the vertical surface is a thorny subject due to the lateral radiation of microdisk lasers. The spatial patterns of lasing modes have significant value for exploring the statistical properties of wave function intensities in position space, which can be compared with the related theoretical model for verifying the presence of the scarring phenomenon.
In contrast to two-dimensional (2D) microdisk lasers, vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) have a dominant longitudinal wave vector k z that makes it quite feasible to measure the spatial patterns of lasing modes with simple optics. Recently, the transverse modes of oxide-confined largeaperture VCSELs have been identified as novel emulations of the wave functions of 2D quantum billiards with the same confinement [21] [22] [23] . Even though the spatial gain distribution * yfchen@cc.nctu.edu.tw has been verified to play an important role in the usual optical resonators for the selective excitation of modes [24, 25] , its influence on mode selection in large-aperture VCSELs is still an open issue [26] .
The spatial gain distribution of VCSELs is mainly determined by the oxide aperture size for a given operation temperature. To illustrate the influence of the aperture size, we use a distributed resistance network [27] to numerically analyze the carrier density distribution for VCSEL devices with mesa diameter of 140 μm and aperture diameters of 40 and 60 μm, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1 , the carrier density of the very-large-aperture (60 μm) VCSEL is concentrated more in the neighborhood of the aperture boundary, compared with the 40 μm VCSEL. This result indicates that the aperture size considerably affects the spatial gain distribution and may be a functional parameter in mode selection. Inspired by this finding, we fabricated stadium-shaped VCSELs of different sizes to explore the scarring effect on the resonant modes and to further analyze the position-space wave function statistics in real devices. The experimental results reveal that chaotic modes and scarred modes can be effectively selected by use of different aperture sizes. Furthermore, we analyze the mode intensity statistics to make a comparison with predictions based on the nonlinear σ model [28, 29] . Numerical analyses indicate that the intensity statistics of experimental scarred modes agree very well with the theoretical predictions for the weak-localization phenomenon.
II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To investigate the influence of the aperture size on the lasing mode, we fabricated two categories of VCSELs with the same stadium shape but with different aperture sizes of 30 × 60 and 20 × 40 μm 2 . The device structures of the oxideconfined VCSELs were similar to those described in [14] . The emission wavelengths of all VCSELs were approximately 808 nm. Figure 2 shows an optical microscope image of the device operated with an electric current under threshold current at room temperature. The bright region indicates the stadium-shaped pattern of spontaneous emission. The VCSEL device was placed in a cryogenic system with a temperature stability of 0.1 K in the range of 200-300 K. A power supply providing current with a precision of 0.01 mA was utilized to drive the VCSEL. The near-field patterns are measured by a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (Coherent, Beam-Code) with an objective lens (Mitutoyo, numerical aperture 0.9). With thermal detuning, different transverse orders for the lasing modes can be generated.
First, we simulated the carrier density distribution in stadium-shaped VCSELs with different aperture sizes by using the distributed resistance network [27] , as seen in Figs. 3(a) and 3(a ). As mentioned previously, the carrier density was distributed more nonuniformly in the large-aperture VCSEL than in the small one. We then observed the change of the lasing modes with operating temperature in the vicinity of the threshold for the stadium-shaped VCSEL with aperture size of 20 × 40 μm 2 . It was found that the lasing patterns exhibited morphologies like those of chaotic modes from low to high order when the operating temperature was changed from 280 to 200 K. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) depict the observed lasing patterns Fig. 3(c ) ], respectively. It can be seen that the lasing patterns noticeably display the spatial localization on a double diamond structure. This is a realization of the scarred modes in stadium-shaped VCSELs based on the spatial gain nonuniformity arising from the aperture size. In brief, the aperture size actually affects the spatial gain distribution, leading to an effective mode selection between the chaotic and scarred modes. We also measured the emission spectra of these observed lasing patterns. We observed that both of them are single modes. 
III. STATISTICS OF EXPERIMENTAL WAVE PATTERNS
Although statistics of wave function intensities have been experimentally explored in the case of a diffusive billiard and have been compared with predictions based on the nonlinear σ model, such explicit analyses for chaotic and scarred modes in the ballistic billiard are still lacking. Therefore, performing a statistical analysis for the observed chaotic and scarred lasing modes could provide real insight into the actual resonant wave function intensities. It is well known that the intensity statistics of theoretical chaotic wave functions are given by the classic Porter-Thomas (PT) distribution P P T (I ) = exp(−I/2) √ 2πI [30] , where I = | | 2 and is the normalized wave function. Fyodorov and Mirlin [28, 29] employed the nonlinear σ model to develop the relation for intensity statistics for the wave function with weak localization:
where
2 r is the inverse participation ratio (IPR), which is a parameter manifesting the degree of localization. The universal value for the theoretical chaotic wave functions can be evaluated to be I 2 = ∞ 0 I 2 P P T (I )dI = 3.0. The IPR I 2 is inversely proportional to the effective mode area. This result signifies that the IPR value for the scarred mode should be considerably larger than 3.0 and the mode with stronger scarring possesses a larger IPR value.
We numerically analyzed the observed lasing modes shown in Figs. 2 to acquire the intensity probability distribution. Figs. 3(b ) and 3(c ) , respectively. It is found that the intensity statistics for the experimental scarred modes are in good agreement with the corrected distributions P F M (I ) but deviate from the PT distribution by different amounts. The good agreement confirms that the scarring effect can be quantitatively analyzed via the intensity probability distribution with weak-localization correction, P F M (I ). We observe that this fit with the nonlinear σ model result works at the larger aperture, and also observe localization consistent with that fit, but the theoretical explanation must be left for future work. Note that the lasing scarred modes are essentially related to the nonuniformity of carrier density distributions.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have experimentally confirmed that the aperture size can affect the spatial gain distribution in VCSELs and can be controlled to generate chaotic and scarred modes in stadium-shaped devices. Experimental results reveal that stadium-shaped VCSELs with aperture size of 20 × 40 μm 2 have a comparatively uniform gain distribution and favor the generation of chaotic modes with spatially widespread patterns. In contrast, the stadium-shaped VCSELs with aperture size of 30 × 60 μm 2 favor the generation of scarred modes with spatial patterns localized on a double diamond structure. We also employed experimental chaotic and scarred modes to perform a statistical analysis of wave function intensities and to compare the results with the predictions of the nonlinear σ model. It is confirmed that the scarring phenomenon can be quantitatively analyzed via the weak-localization effect in the intensity probability distribution.
